Tonight at Parliament...

-In the ongoing chronicle of people vandalizing my minutes, Daniel edited Erik's middle name to Suck The Most. I'm super embarrassed that I missed all three of those this whole term.

-We voted on a ton of stuff. First up was a request by the BSA to use our spotlights for their annual Soul Night on April 2nd, which we've complied with in the past. Passed.

-Next, Zach asked permission to teach a college course on rockumentaries. Passed.

-Lastly were the judicial code revisions, bumping up the number of justices from five to seven. Passed.

-The ALFA committee is accepting proposals through spring break, check out their Facebook page.

-The Beer Bike coordinators are still looking for security and caregivers. Freshmen can score all four of their hours for participating.

-Also, Dylan tells us not to be stupid during Beer Bike. Specifically, don't approach trucks in motion, and don't start fights when you run out of water balloons. Beer Bike fines will be tracked back to the transgressing individual, who will get their ass zapped in college court.

-Email KTran with the name of any Beer Bike guests (remember, one per person) and when they'll be staying. Also, if they're hot, email me too.

-RA going away shindig will be on the 11th, write Marielle (mcs8@rice.edu) if you want to get involved or have a sweet gift idea.

-SA second round apps are out; apparently there aren't enough honor council and U-court reps, so that could be a good in. Also, construction on the James Terrell Sky Space in front of Shepherd is kicking off over the summer and will last through the winter term. Lastly, DCTF apps are out too, check out the SA website if you want in.

-Fire drill at 9 o'clock on March 10th, when you hear the alarm move on down to the commons for noms.

-Next parliament is changeover! Come down and watch your entire government get blasted. Man, I wish Congress was like that.

Dude pulls the ultimate jack on France: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-RqSHLAnJY. Credit goes to Emma Stockdale, who sent me a video that reminded me to send this video instead. Thanks Emma!

Members in attendance:

Kevin "Mario" Tran
Erik "Luigi" Tanner
Jake "Bowser" Keller
Amy "Peach" Buxbaum
Amy "Red Koopa" Altchuler
Toni "Green Koopa" Sebastian
Aryan "Waluigi" Sameri
Daniel "Wario" Hays
Kara "Daisy" Calhoun
Rhae "Donkey Kong" Adams
Jordan "Yoshi" Schermerhorn
Doug "Toad" Chen
Yianni "DK Junior" Georgeton
Mika "Rosalina" Tabata
Oanh "Toadette" Truong
Denis "Bowser Junior" Leahy
Izzy "Birdo" Spanswick

Savannah "Diddy Kong" Ritter
Teddy "Shy Guy" Grodek